Workspace Preferences
To access
Click the Log in icon  on the Admin Panel
or Access http://example.org/tiki-admin.php?page=workspace

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option
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Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Related Topics
Workspace
Workspace

Option

Description

Default

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Option
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Default

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored
documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combine site features to create a
workspace experience for work groups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically.

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
edit history.

Enabled

Option
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Default

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki
pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create
a workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to
use as the namespace separator.

:_:

Force all nonnamespace page links
to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all
links without a namespace will have it
added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items
of diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles,
tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to
control content access

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed
and should not need to be modiﬁed
manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a
workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace
separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as
the namespace separator.

:_:

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of
diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles, tracker
items, etc) can be added to one or many
content categories. Categories can have
permissions, so that content access can be
controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain
group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
history of changes.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and
should not need to be modiﬁed manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a
workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace
separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as
the namespace separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of
diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles, tracker
items, etc) can be added to one or many
content categories. Categories can have
permissions, so that content access can be
controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain
group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
history of changes.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and
should not need to be modiﬁed manually.
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Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a
workspace experience for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace
separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as
the namespace separator.

:_:

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of
diﬀerent types (wiki pages, articles, tracker
items, etc) can be added to one or many
content categories. Categories can have
permissions, so that content access can be
controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain
group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with
history of changes.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all
workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and
should not need to be modiﬁed manually.
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